Segmentation is an important step for the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis. In this paper, a method for segmentation of multiple sclerosis lesions from Magnetic Resonance (MR) brain image is proposed. The proposed method combines the strengths oftwo existing techniques: fuzzy connectedness and artificial neural networks. From the input MR brain image, the fuzzy connectedness algorithm is used to extract segments which are parts of Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF), White Matter (WM) or Gray Matter (GM). Segments of the MRI image which are not extracted as part of CSF, WM or GM are processed morphologically, and features are computed for each of them. Then these computed features are fed to a trained artificial neural network, which decides whether a segment is a part of a lesion or not. The results of our method show 90% correlation with the expelt's manual work.
INTRODUCTION
Segmentation of multiple sclerosis (MS) lesions from MR brain images is important in the diagnosis of the disease [4] . However, manual detection and analysis of these lesions from MR brain images are usually time consuming, expensive and can produce unacceptably high intraobserver and inter-observer variability [9] [ 131. Automated procedures offer the advantage of producing consistent results in much less operator time. Hence automating the delineation of MS lesions from MR brain image is a crucial task.
Segmenting multiple sclerosis lesions from MR brain images using only intensity values is complicated because of images imperfections such as noise, inhomogeneity effects, and partial volume effects. Lesions cannot be modeled as a normal anatomy and so cannot be directly segmented using explicit anatomical templates. Consequently automating the segmentation task is challenging.
An approach, we are presenting in this work for the segmentation task, combines two popular methods; fiuzy connectedness and artificial neural network in order to exploit the strengths of the two methods at different stages. Our new approach avoids pre-processing operation, minimizes human assistance and reduces the sensitivity with respect to the image generation protocols.
STATE OF THE ART
Several methods have been proposed so far for segmenting MS lesions from MR image. Some researchers such as [5] [6] [SI have proposed data-driven techniques. These techniques employ image processing procedures such as thresholding, contouring, and region growing. Classifier based approaches are also proposed in [2] [14] where feature space is computed from the MRI data, and then different types of classifiers such as artificial neural networks and clustering are used to classify MS lesions in the feature space. The works in [l] [7] [I21 demonstrate methodologies based on brain model or atlas warping for extraction and statistical pattern recognition of the brain MRI data. MS lesions are segmented as parts which are not well explained by the model.
METHOD
The general idea of our method can be outlined as two steps. The first step is the application of fuzzy connectedness algorithm to extract from the input 3-d MR brain image regions which constitute Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF), White Matter (WM), and Gray Matter (GM). The second step is the application of artificial neural network in order to classify MS lesion sites from the MRI regions which are not extracted as part of CSF, WM or CM. 0-7803-7750-8/03/$17.00 02003 IEEE
Applieation of Fuzzy Connectedness Algorithm
Fuzzy connectedness algorithm is an image segmentation algorithm that combines intensity similarity with topological connectedness (adjacency). It extracts fuzzyconnected 3-d objects starting from some regions manually outlined by the operator. The algorithm computes a map of connectedness of every voxel in the original image in relation to a set of seed points. The object of interest is then extracted by thresholding the map (for detailed description see, [IO] ).
A MR brain image is a series of slices; hence, it is a volume image for a brain. For fuzzy connectedness algorithm, this volume image can be represented as 3dimensional scene s where where V is the set of all voxels c in the volume data. f is a function that assigns to every voxels c E V an intensity value f(c).
The fuzzy connectedness between two voxels c and d is defined as
where ,Uo is the fizzy affinity whose value is I if voxels c and d are adjacent; otherwise it is 0. wI and w2 are real valued weights, and wI +@,= 1. g, and g, are defined To build the fuzzy connectedness map, all possible "paths" hetween every pair of voxels in the input image are considered. A path between any voxels c and d is simply a sequence of nearby voxels starting at c and ending at d. Strength of connectedness is assigned' to every path from c to d, which is simply the smallest fuzzy connectedness value of pair-wise voxels along the path.
Finally, the strength of connectedness between c and d is the largest of the strengths of connectedness of all paths between c and d.
To We use fuzzy connectedness (FC) algorithm to extract the three main objects of the brain (i.e. CSF, WM, and GM) from the input 3-d MRI scene. An operator specifies a few seed points by pointing to locations on a display of a slice, which is centrally situated in the MR brain data. Points are specified to indicate the white matter (WM), the gray matter (CM), and the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) regions. Thc statistical intensity parameters which are the mean and standard deviation values for FC algorithm are estimated from small neighbor window regions around the seed points. For our study, we've used T2, TI, and PDweighted channels of MRI data. Different fuzzy connectedness values between two voxels are computed using each channel image. Next all values are weighted to compute a single connectedness value between two voxels in a scene.
Since we have less inhomogeneity effect for CSF voxels, the regions of CSF are first segmented as 3-d fuzzy object starting from the seed points. Figure 2 shows the segmented CSF regions which correspond to the MR brain slices on Figure I . Based on variations of intensity values of CSF object in different slices, inhomogeneity effects are removcd from the input images before the extraction of WM and CM. Then regions of the WM and the GM are segmented as 3-d fuzzy objects. Figure 3 Furthermore, only parts of the 3-d MRI data which appear as holes inside the union of the WM, GM and the CSF regions are considered based on the fact that MS lesions occur inside these parts.
Morphological opening procedure is applied in order to disconnect thin-connected regions. Small objects' regions (with an area of less than 8 voxels) are removed. Each disconnected object is considered as a candidate lesion and features are computed for it. Some of the computed features are location of the candidate object, overlapping with other candidate objects on the upper and lower slices, average intensity, standard deviation, eccentricity, orientation, and area of the candidate object. Thus, for each candidate object the feature vector that could describe a candidate object to the extent of classification is computed. Later feature vectors of all candidate objects are fed lo the artificial neural network for classifying lesions. 
Application of Artificial Neural Network
The proposed artificial neural network (ANN) has logsigmoid multilayer perceptron architecture with a single hidden layer unit. The input layer has eighteen nodes while the output layer has one node. The ANN is trained to output a number between 0 and I . An output threshold is set to 0.4 to differentiate a lesion from other structures.
Experiments are conducted by varying the number of nodes in the hidden layer. The ANN was trained using manually delineated lesions in three 3-d MR image made of a total of 3168 objects with 323 sclerosis lesions (as they have been assessed by a doctor). Figure 5 shows MS lesion sites for those MRI slices shown on figure I. These lesion sites are identified by ANN which follows the fuzzy connectedness algorithnl. Manual segmentation is done by an expert for the same slices. The manual segmentation is also illustrated on figure 6 for comparison. Figure 6 : Slices (corresponding to those in Figure I ) show potential lesion sites which are detected manually by an expert.
EVALUATION
The experimental MR brain data for our work are obtained from three MS patients and a healthy penon. All MR brain data have three different contrasts which are TI-, T2and PD -weighted. Each contrast has dimension of 256~256x48 and a voxel size is 0.97~0.97x3.0 mm. An expert's manual segmentations of these data sets are obtained for comparison with the segmentation result of our method.
Segment Number Comparison
Each manually identified lesion segment is searched in the automatic segmentation result. Table I shows the result of this comparison. Our method is very good at extraction of conspicuous lesions while its performance in detecting subtle lesions is fair. 
Voxel Percentage Comparisons
The percentage of false positive, defined as the percentage of misclassified lesion segments' voxels divided by the number of true voxels taken from the manual segmentation, is 1%. The percentage of false negative, defined as the percentage of falsely rejected segments' voxels divided by the true voxels from the manual segmentation, is 2.756.
CONCLUSION
A methodology for extracting MS lesion sites from MR brain image has been presented. The methodology relies on the theory and the associated algorithms for defining the fuzzy connected object in MR images and on artificial neural network which utilizes high level knowledge for recognizing object from features. Human assistance is required only to portray major structures (i.e. white matter, gray matter and CSF).
Udupa &.al. [ 1 I] have applied the principle of fuzzy connectedness for the segmentation of MS lesions. In their method, an operator was required to accept or discard evely lesion. Their algorithm is also dependant on the image modality or protocol type. However, our method does not suffer from image data specificity and does not require human interaction lo eliminate false positives. Intensity based methods proposed in [5] [6] [XI use mainly the MR image intensity values for classification. As a result they are sensitive to noise and intensity inhomogeneities. The incorporation of spatial information in our method reduces errors due to noise. Unlike classifier methods [2] [14], our method is not highly dependant on training data, hence it avoids biased results. Model-based techniques [I] [7] [12] have difficulty in segmenting highly variable structures. However, our method doesn't rely on any models for segmentations. Thus it doesn't suffer from any emors due to anatomical variability. Generally our method is more robust than others by combining two popular methods in way to exploit the strength of each of them.
As future task, we can extend the fuzzy connectedness algorithm to incorporate topological information to make the delineation task better. And the decisions of the ANN classifier can be also improved by broaden the feature space to include more lesion properties.
